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About This Game

ST brings the most intense, tactical-action experience to Steam through killer gameplay, streamlined controls and carefully
crafted maps. Select your custom loadout, plan out strategies and accomplish your objectives. Earn gold and trophies to unlock

custom weapons and attachments! SINGLE PLAYER, MULTIPLAYER, SURVIVAL...TACTICS FOR ALL.

ST is very accessible but with immense, tactical depth:

- Finely tuned and innovative combat system
- Combat system is designed from the ground up to allow many types of engagements and tactics

- Offensive and defensive balance such that pros and cons for both
- Promotes peeking and intelligence gathering

- Carefully designed and tuned "time to kill" and damage model
- Complex underlying code and tracking to expose the most simple and intuitive combat interface to player

- Simultaneous Turn-Based Tactical-Action
- Intense Single Player Campaign

- Epic 1 vs 1 PvP
- Create Squads of 2 with your friends for 2 vs 1 or 2 vs 2

- Create Custom Match Rules with your friends (ie Snipers-only, hardcore mode, etc.)
- Addictive Survival Mode

- 7 Maps: Construct, HQ, Rail, Rush, Gallery, Iceworld, Fall
- 5 main classes: Sniper, Shotgun, Assault, SMG, Shield
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- Custom Weapons and Attachments
- 6 Equipment: Smoke, Frag, Flash, Fire/Incendiary, Sonar Detector, Throwing Axe

- 4 Boosters: Armor, Range, Damage, Speed
- Carefully Designed Maps

- Collect trophies to rank up from Recruit->Masters
- Replay Analysis System

- Innovative Controls
- Custom Engine Built from the Ground Up

Intense Single Player Campaign
  - You start to work for Vector Securities as the tactical overwatch. You then start to unravel the motivations and

extremes the company goes to for profit.
  - Puzzle-like take down missions (take down all opponents in under N turns)

  - Defense missions where you must survive incoming enemies while protecting a hostage
  - Hostage saving where you must take down opponents before the hostage is executed

  - Assassination missions where you must take out a specific target
  - Escort missions where you must protect a hostage while completing an objective
  - Stealth missions where you must eliminate the targets without them firing a shot

Epic 1 vs 1, 2 vs 1 and 2 vs 2 PvP
  - Select your specific weapons for each class (i.e. Silenced AK47 for Assault, AWP for Sniper)

  - Pick 4 soldier classes (i.e. 2 Snipers + 2 SMGs)
  - Either plant the bomb or defuse

  - Each match is done over a real-time connection with 50 secs per turn (simultaneous)

Addictive Survival Mode
  - The bomb is planted in a random location each round

  - Based on the location of the bomb, pick 4 soldier classes
  - Defuse the bomb before it blows up while encountering enemies

  - Complete the round challenge (i.e. use all Shields or kill 2 enemies with one sniper shot) for 2X points
  - Each round enemies are smarter and higher in number

  - Your run ends when you fail to defuse the bomb

5 main classes: Sniper, Shotgun, Assault, SMG, Shield

- Assault: Medium range, slow movement, large field of view, weak damage
- SMG: short range, fast movement, large field of view, high damage

- Shotgun: very short range, fast movement, large field of view, very high damage, splash damage
- Sniper: very long range, slow movement, narrow field of view, very high damage, splash damage

- Shield: fast movement, 50 degrees of coverage, can melee

Custom Weapons and Attachments

  - Each weapon has its own strengths and weakness
  - Silencers hide your position when firing but have decreased damage and/or range

  - Foregrips allow for higher fire rate but slower time to first shot
  - Sights allow for longer range but smaller field of view

  - Weapons are unlocked through Gold earned through Multiplayer and Survival

4 Boosters: Armor, Range, Damage, Speed
  - Select one booster per turn to give to a soldier... Choose wisely

6 Equipment: Smoke, Frag, Flash, Fire/Incendiary, Sonar Detector, Throwing Axe
  - You get 2 each per game in which any soldier can throw them
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  - Smoke can change the battlefield in significant ways by blocking line of sight
  - Flash can blind and stun multiple soldiers
  - Frags are used for focused splash damage
  - Fire can slow and block movement paths

  - Sonar can detect enemies within a radius through walls
  - Throwing Axe requires precision aim but is very lethal

Carefully Designed Maps (more coming!)
  - STO_CONSTRUCT, STO_HQ, STO_RAIL, STO_RUSH, STO_GALLERY, FY_ICEWORLD, STO_FALL,

Collect trophies to rank up from Recruit->Masters

Innovative Controls
  - Controls and soldier combat AI built around Focus Points

  - Setting a Focus Point when moving a soldier will have him aim down sight and move slowly while rotating around the point
vs sprinting

  - Using Focus Points you can peek around corners without committing:
  - Focus Points open up complex tactics with simple controls such as strafing, throwing grenades around corners, moving one

way while looking another way, back pedaling etc.
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OS: Windows 7 and above
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Very interesting Logic game. When you bored, start this and you'll be border no longer. If Metal Gear Solid is about sneaking
past enemies, Hitman is about blending in with them.

Hitman presents a lot to talk about, so lets go with the easy stuff first: praise.

Hitman (2016) has an undeniable sense of global wonderment. The locales span the globe and present beautiful interpretations
of popular tourist destinations. It's like the maps were made by the Travel Channel. I can't undersell how...how these maps look
like they belong in travel brochures. Even the Colorado level, taking place in a house on the plains next to a farm looks exactly
as it should, in a good way. Idyllic and rustic.

With such beautiful maps the developers made them incredibly complex. Barring Italy, Hitman's maps aren't actually that huge,
they just feel that way due to all the passageways, rooms, ledges, rooftops, etc etc that you can access. They also have a lot of
different, distinct areas within them and a TON of NPC's walking about. No space is wasted and a lot is packed into each area;
most games have large swathes of empty fields punctuated by points of interest. In Hitman everything is a point of interest.
Your first playthrough on any map will feel like a massive, living city. You'll feel lost. You'll be lost.

The main objective in any map is always the same: kill one or more targets. The challenge is always getting TO said target.
Whilst you can freely walk in areas on the map (barring the Colorado level), the areas where the targets tend to be are
usually heavily guarded and closed off. Getting to them is either a matter of sneaking by everyone (the hardest route) or
knocking out a guard and taking his clothing (the most common route). Dispose of the body without being seen and you're in.
Worth noting is that different areas are patrolled by different types of NPC's. Just because you have a militia man's
clothing doesn't mean you'll be allowed into the explosives range, that necessitates a second costume change. But generally
speaking there is a hierarchy of disguises with the top allowing access to all.

The general difficulty in the game is figuring out how to lure a person with the right clothing you need to access an area,
and disposing of the body. Otherwise, you are capable of walking just about anywhere, even near the target, provided you
have the right disguise. The closest MGS came to this was in MGS3, when you were disguised as the scientist in the lab. Think
that, but an entire game revolving around it. Afterwards the challenge is in taking out the target, and there are a lot of ways
to do so.

This will be a two-part critique, first of which is the general disguise game-play. As stated, the challenge lies in taking a
disguise and luring the NPC's wearing them, but since there is usually a basket or locker of some sort nearby disposing of the
bodies isn't usually a difficult affair. The challenge is rather minimal, and whilst you can opt to sneak around in your suit
and trespass everywhere, there is so much implemented into the base game itself as core elements of game-play that make the
entire foundation of the stealth element rather easy after a while. There is nothing inherently broken in the foundation of
the game, but the challenge is found in accomplishing challenges and different kill methods rather than actually getting
close to the target.

Challenges are presented in the pause menu and have a section for each map displaying different ways to kill the targets, but
generally most of the challenges aren't unique. There will always be a challenge to poison a target, to drown them, to
electrocute them, to have them die in an explosion, to kill them with the fiber wire, etc. There is a LOT of overlap. This isn't
so much a huge detraction as you still have to find where in their route they can be electrocuted or where and when you can
poison them. But it's a bit of a shame that so many methods are reused frequently. A minor blemish as most maps have plenty
of unique kill methods of their own, but a noteworthy one as a few of the methods sort of feel like padding after doing them
for the 10th time. Also worth noting is that some challenges work in an obtuse manner whereby the developers want you to do
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things a specific way.

There's also the matter of challenges being presented only when online, as well as some contracts only being available online.
Which means that you're getting robbed of the full experience unless connected to the game's servers. Which is rather
important, since the game is based on replaying maps to get your money's worth. Playing through the story missions only can
be done in under 5 hours; and even whilst completing the challenges for each story-line mission can take a substantial
amount of time, the side contracts provide different targets with different walking patterns through slightly changed
facilities that expand the game's life. But they're only available online.

But hey, at least you can still play them. Which can't be said of the \u201cElusive Targets\u201d, which were timed targets
that are no longer available. Sure, you didn't miss out on maps or some such. You can create your own contracts in game that
sort of match up to what these 'elusive targets' did, but that's not the point. The point is that parts of the game are now gone
indefinitely because they were meant to provide an incentive towards game purchases during release and in the months after.

The elusive targets were part of a strategy with this game to form a content machine rather than a singular experience that
can be completed upon release. The first month had Paris, and several targets to engage buyers whilst they waited for Italy,
which was released a month or so after. Hitman was meant to be a long standing game, but a switch of publishers meant that
the \u201cSecond Season\u201d was released as a stand-alone title: Hitman 2. Which is somewhat of a slap in the face of
consumers that paid a premium for what they believed would be a content machine with several seasons to it.

Is Hitman 1 obsolete? You CAN play the second game and pay for all the levels from the first game, after all. With new
gameplay mechanics! But no, it's not obsolete. You automatically get the first game's levels if the second game detects that
you have the GOTY edition for Hitman 1. You can, of course, just buy the first game's levels on the second game. But since
you are still purchasing something for the same price, there's really no reason not to just purchase Hitman 1 outright. One of
the wiser decisions by the publisher in an otherwise strange sort of game release with rather opaque decisions.

Hitman is a unique experience, with beautiful work put into its locales. I'd definitely recommend it, with the caveat that this
is a game with maps meant to be replayed. Since you don't invest more than 20 to 30 minutes on a map, its analogous to a
Payday 2 map or a TF2 map. The value is on replaying, but the experience isn't so long that you hold grudges if you have to
go back into it. In and out, you do something different, and repeat.

At its current price of 20 and under? Jump right in.. After Years, there is still no update that would fix a big bug. At some
stage youre supposed to get a note. Instead you just get a black screen, where you can do nothing except alt+f4. Besides that
Cutscenes dont play at all, you just get a message that says "you need to download file "xy" to show the video. Wich files?
Noone knows. BESIDES all of these, the first stages are still awesome, but you just cant finish the game.... Ok, so the thing
people are saying about the game is that it is super short and a waste of money.

Yes, it is short, but thats only because this is a single mission, just to give you a taste of what the full release would be.

Secondly, I do not believe it is a waste of money because if you read the bold print in the "About the Game" section it clearly
states you will get a guranteed spot in the Starlite: Astronaut Academy beta test.

So to all of you who dont think this is worth it, you're wrong.. You know your game doesn't have much going for it when the
description sounds like a better experience than what the actual vn offers. When they say the estimated gameplay length is 45
minutes to 1 hour long, That's for all 5 endings combined, meaning each scenario feels comically short, not giving enough
time to actually give the characters actual character. You may think you're getting value for money since it's at the very least
a short vn that you can finish in a very short amount of time but that's kind of anti-thetical to the appeal of the vn isn't it?
To have a slow paced story delivered to you and consumed at your own pace, taking in the unique atmosphere that only vns
can create, of exploring a fictional set of characters in a way that makes vn characters almost feel like real people at times. I
can only view the characters in this vn as genre cliches and I feel bad for having the voice talent of the butler on this
disposable experience. Save your money, eat sleep and then die. Also don't play this game. Stop it. Get some help.
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Sidenote: the reason why I have so many hours in this game despite me saying it's gameplay length is short, is because of the
fact I was writing notes while playing the game. You can tell I have a lot more to say when most of the hours on this game
was me just idling through it while writing my thoughts on the game.
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This flat-out just didn't work for me... Period.. I bought this game on sale for about $2, and I got $2 of entertainment out of it.
I've finished the game in about 2 hours. I ended up using a couple walkthroughs to help with some of the puzzles as they weren't
very intuitive. However, the story itself was decent (somewhat predictable but good) and there were a few good jump scares.
The developer did point out that this is a one person operation and so I was willing to forgive some of the less intuitive elements
and weird inconsistencies in the setting (is it the Victorian era? Is it more modern? It fits largely Victorian but then there are a
handful of very non-Victorian items and notes). You can tell this is a one person operation but it's still worth a play to support
what's honestly fairly impressive for a one person game. Developer had good ideas with decent execution given constraints and
it's worth playing and supporting them.. You'd completely not guess it from the other reviews here (even the product description
mentions it), but this game is at least a little bit like Monument Valley..

But, fortunately, in a good way.

I was half expecting this to be a poorly implemented copy-cat. I' glad I was very wrong.

The comparison goes deeper than the graphical style and puzzle-types, though.

+ It's also quite short (took me a few hours because I was cooking and eating dinner at the time - nom.)
+ It's also cheap; cheaper than MV.
+ It's also got some truely head-hurting puzzles. Not in completing them; you can usually get by by just trying things and seeing what
happens. The most you'll need to deviate from that is to look at where you want to be, and then work backwards to see how you can
get there.
No; the head-hurtingness comes in trying to work out how on Earth they think these kind of things up! Even the simpler puzzles are
sometime quite surprising and almost mesmerizing as you watch things unfold.
+ It's also got 'additional cast' although I'm not sure much of their potential is realised. (So far?)

All in all, a very pleasant little journey through some impossible physics and optical tomfoolery of puzzles.

There are a few negatives;
- I didn't personnaly find the story very captivating. Predictable and just a little bit preachy.
- The ideas tended to be reused rather too much in the second half, which was a shame given the very strong beginning.
- Controlling the circular motion bits often seemed a little wonky - but maybe that's just me.

Small criticism, really, and I'm definitely looking forward to see what happens in the next installments.

If in doubt, there are two BIG plusses of this (on Steam) over MV;
+ You can play it with a mouse. Despite the circular control thing, this is way more precise and comfortable.
+ You can play it at 2560x1440 with full AA on a 28" monitor. (If you have the hardware.) Retina display? Phah!. ShPTorrent is
very easy, it only took me a couple minutes.
9.5, however, I have not completed yet.
Good bundle for those who liked the original 3 puzzles, excited for the next one!. Huge amount of content in this DLC.. It has a
quite complex story, but the presentation is weak......

Not really bad, but it could be better!. I'm utterly crap at this game, but it's really fair. I'm just really
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. But this is an amazing game.. I think think The Depths of Hell for the best what i
can buy.
The Paladin class is so op.
The new act is very atractive and dificult what make it more intersting.. This is the worst thing after Adolf Hitler.. This is such a
disappointment. It looks good--no question--but it doesn't give you what those looks advertise: gameplay with the comfort and
fluidity of an NES title. The controls feel sluggish. Firing doesn't mean you'll fire. Walking is slow. Jumping lacks flexibility, and
doesn't feel responsive. Worse than any of that, there's a "runner" mechanic, where you are forced to move to the right without
defeating the on-screen enemies. Just... unfortunate.
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